
Atmospheric particulate matter and its impacts on climate 

Human activities profoundly alter the composition of the atmosphere, leading to a cascade of effects 

on climate. Atmospheric aerosols, play a central role in all these changes, as they can directly 

scatter/absorb of incoming solar radiation – and also modulate clouds by providing the seeds for 

droplet (or ice crystal) formation. Aerosol variations have also been proposed to affect the 

development of precipitation, storm systems and the hydrological cycle at large. Much of the 

predictive uncertainty surrounding human impacts on the Earth System is related to poorly 

understood processes involving the emission, transformation and related impacts of atmospheric 

aerosol, and their complex and multi-scale coupling of aerosols and clouds. Added to this complexity 

is the large variability and range of aerosol types, each of which is characterized with its own ability to 

nucleate droplets and ice crystals. 

This talk will present key advancements on the description and understanding of aerosol-climate and 

aerosol-cloud-climate interactions through the combination of observations, theory and modeling. 

We will demonstrate how instrument and remote sensing development efforts helped solve long-

standing issues regarding parametric uncertainty for the description of droplet and ice crystal 

formation in models. We will then illustrate new approaches, based on advanced sensitivity analysis 

and model-observation integrations, to quantitatively understand sources of variability in model 

simulations, and their counterparts in the atmosphere. We conclude with perspectives on important 

challenges that lie ahead, and the special role that the Aerosol Science can continue have to help 

resolve them. 
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